hyena (an absolution chant for the beloved community)

ashe ashe ashe
ashe how you say
ashe ashe ashe
ashe why you say
ashe ashe ashe
ashe which you
say ashe ashe ashe
ashe what you say
who you say

ohkay ohkay ohkay
ohkay how you do
ohkay ohkay ohkay
ohkay why you do
ohkay ohkay ohkay
ohkay which you do
ohkay ohkay ohkay
ohkay what you do
who you do

ayo ayo ayo
ayo why you want
ayo ayo ayo ayo
how you want
ayo ayo ayo ayo
which you want
ayo ayo ayo ayo
what you want
who you want

kikikiki kikikiki
kikikiki how you lie
kikikiki kikikiki
kikikiki which you lie
kikikiki kikikiki
kikikiki what you lie
kikikiki kikikiki
kikikiki why you lie
who you lie

olu olu olu olu
what you kill
olu olu olu olu
why you kill
olu olu olu olu
which you kill
olu olu olu olu
how you kill
who you kill

shalom shalom shalom
shalom why you hide
shalom shalom shalom
shalom how you hide
shalom shalom shalom
shalom which you hide
shalom shalom shalom
shalom what you hide
who you hide

shalom shalom shalom
shalom why you hide
shalom shalom shalom
shalom how you hide
shalom shalom shalom
shalom which you hide
shalom shalom shalom
shalom what you hide
who you hide

selah selah selah selah
what you let down
selah selah selah selah
which you let down
selah selah selah selah
why you let down
selah selah selah selah
how you let down who
you let down

ye ye ye yemanya
why you trouble
ye ye ye yemanya
how you trouble
ye ye ye yemanya
what you trouble
ye ye ye yemanya
which you trouble
who you trouble

wadi wadi wadi
wadi which you love
wadi wadi wadi
wadi how you love
wadi wadi wadi
wadi why you love

wadi wadi wadi
wadi what you love
who you love